CHECK 4 TICKS!

FEEL FOR BUMPS FROM HEAD TO TAIL. HERE ARE 8 COMMON STOPS ON A DOG TICK TRAIL!

1. Scalp
2. Ears: inside & out
3. Under collar
4. Under legs
5. Elbows
6. Groin area
7. Between toes
8. Under the tail

PREVENTION: TALK TO YOUR VET ABOUT THE BEST TICK REPELLENT OPTION
TICK REMOVAL TIP (UNATTACHED): ROLL A TAPE-BASED LINT ROLLER OVER FUR
TICK REMOVAL TIP (ATTACHED): USE TICK REMOVAL TOOL OR FINE-POINTED TWEEZERS TO GRASP TICK AND PULL STRAIGHT UP

Learn about ticks, Lyme and other tick-borne diseases, tick bite prevention and proper tick removal at GLA.org